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Introduction
EasySMF:JE provides a powerful and intuitive API for processing SMF data.
EasySMF:JE runs on z/OS and other Java platforms, and allows you to use the advanced functions of
Java for your SMF reporting. It is 100% Java code so is zIIP eligible on z/OS.

EasySMF:JE Principles
EasySMF:JE is designed to provide a consistent API across different record types. Names are based on
the names of the SMF fields, using Java naming conventions e.g. SMF30CPT becomes smf30cpt().
You will need to refer to the various product documentation for the meanings of the SMF fields.

Reading Records
The SmfRecordReader class reads records from a SMF file or DDNAME.
When reading records on z/OS you will normally read from a SMF dump file allocated to a DDNAME in
your job.
SmfRecordReader can also read from files on Linux/Windows or z/OS OMVS. These files must have
been transferred as BINARY, and include the record descriptor words (RDWs) which contain the record
length information.

Reading Sections from a Record
Records and sections provide methods to extract sections and subsections.
· Subsection and method names are based on the description in the SMF documentation.
· Where multiple sections may be present the sections are returned as a List<SectionType>. This
applies to most sections described by triplets (offset, length, count) as well as other instances where
there may be multiple sections, e.g. pointers to the next section. This means that you do not have to
deal with the logic to extract the sections yourself.
· If there are no sections present e.g. triplets with a count of 0, an empty List<SectionType> is returned.
This allows you to use iterators to access the sections without explicitly testing whether any are
present - if there are none you will simply iterate 0 times.
· If it is documented that there will always be exactly one section, that section will be returned.
· If there can be one or 0 sections a List<SectionType> containing 1 or 0 sections will be returned.
· The name of methods returning a single item will be singular, methods returning a list will be plural e.g.
Smf30record.identificationSection(), Smf30record.excpSections().

Examples
SMF type 30 records always have 1 Identification section so the Smf30Record class has a method
called identificationSection() that returns a class called IdentificationSection.
IdentificationSection ident = record.identificationSection();
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SMF type 30 records can have 1 or 0 Completion sections so the completionSections() method returns a
List<CompletionSection> that will have 0 or 1 entry.
List<CompletionSection> comp = record.completionSections();

SMF type 30 records can multiple EXCP sections so the excpSections() method returns a
List<ExcpSection> that will have 0 or 1 entry.
List<ExcpSection> excp = record.excpSections();

Data Types
SMF data types are converted to Java data types as follows:
· 1, 2 and 3 byte integer values are converted to the Java int datatype (32 bits). Java integers are
signed, so 32 bits is too small for a 4 byte/32 bit unsigned value.
· 4 byte/32 bit unsigned integer values are converted to a Java long (64 bits).
· 8 byte/64 bit unsigned integer values are available as long or BigInteger values. The long data type
may provide better performance if the value will not exceed the maximum 64 bit signed value. The API
will throw an exception if the value is too large for a long. If this is possible, use the BigInteger value.
· Integers greater than 8 bytes are converted to BigIntegers.
· Floating point values are converted to Java doubles.

Dates and Times
Dates and times are represented using java.time classes. java.time provides nanosecond resolution
which covers most of the date and time values in SMF data. The unconverted, raw values for each field
are also available if required.
· Times representing a duration e.g. CPU time, connect time etc. are converted to java.time.Duration
values.
· Dates and times of day are represented as java.time classes - LocalDate, LocalTime, LocalDateTime,
ZonedDateTime depending on which components of the time are included - date, time, timezone etc.
The different classes help avoid errors caused by comparing fields which are not equivalent e.g.
ZonedDateTime and LocalDateTime.
· Times representing offsets from GMT are returned as java.time.ZoneOffset. This can be combined with
a LocalDateTime to create a ZonedDateTime.
· STCK values are returned as a ZonedDateTime. The actual value is also available as a BigInteger if
required.

Errors
If you find fields where the data type is incorrect (i.e. doesn't follow these principles), please report it to
support@blackhillsoftware.com. Fixing it is likely to be a "breaking change" and require changes and/or
recompilation for any programs using that field, so it is better to report it and get it fixed than code
around it and have someone else report it later.
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Installation on z/OS
Prerequisites
Java 8
Install Java 8 according to instructions in IBM Java SDK Readme

JZOS Batch Launcher
Install the JZOS Batch launcher according to instructions in the JZOS Toolk it Installation and Users
Guide.
This consists of the following steps:
1. Copy the JVMLDM80 and JVMLDM86 load modules to a PDSE.
2. Customize the JVMPRC80 (32 bit) and JVMPRC86 (64 bit) JCL procedures.

Installation Instructions
EasySMF:JE is supplied as a TSO TRANSMIT format file.
1. Transfer the TSO Transmit file in BINARY format to a FB 80 sequential dataset on the host.
Suggested space is 300 tracks.
2. Use the TSO RECEIVE command to extract the INSTALL PDS from the dataset:
===> receive indataset('<user>.EASYSMF.INSTALL.XMI')
Dataset VENDOR.EASYSMF.VnRnMn.INSTALL from AJR on N1
Enter restore parameters or 'DELETE' or 'END' +

hit enter to accept the default name <prefix>.EASYSMF.VnRnMn.INSTALL
or respond:
dataset('<your.output.dataset>')

3. Select a location to install EasySMF:JE.
For testing you might choose a location in your home directory:
./java

The installation job will install EasySMF into a subdirectory named easysmf-je-v-r-m where v-r-m
is the version information.
Several subdirectories and files are created under the easysmf-je-v-r-m directory:
documentation/
jar/

samples
samples/source
samples/runsample
samples/runsample.bat

Contains the Javadoc jar file
Contains the EasySMF jar file, related
jar files required to run EasySMF and
the jar file containing the EasySMF
sample reports.
EasySMF sample reports
Source code for the EasySMF
sample reports
A shell script to run the EasySMF
samples on a unix platform.
A batch file to run the EasySMF
samples on a Windows system
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4. Run the installation job
a. z/OS 1.13 Only: Edit and run the #INST113 job.
b. z/OS 2.1 and later: Edit and run the #INSTALL job
Change DEST to the destination directory
Change SRC to the name of the installation dataset.
The #INSTALL job uses JCL features introduced in z/OS 2.1 so it does not work on z/OS 1.13.
#INST113 is supplied for z/OS 1.13 users.
5. Install the license or temporary key.
On z/OS, you can use DDNAME EZSMFKEY or the EASYSMFKEY environment variable to indicate
the location of the EasySMF:JE license key.
//EZSMFKEY DD DISP=SHR,DSN=YOUR.DATASET(EZSMFK)

If you use the EASYSMFKEY environment variable the key itself can be installed in a file or z/OS
dataset. z/OS datasets are indicated by names beginning with //.
Quotes and brackets in the dataset name need to be escaped using backslash characters
The following example shows how to point the EASYSMFKEY environment variable to a member of a
PDS.
//STDENV DD *
export EASYSMFKEY=//\'YOUR.DATASET\(EZSMFK\)\'

The EASYSMFKEY environment variable could also be added to the standard environment
via /etc/profile or .profile.
See topic EasySMF:JE Key for more information.
6. IVP
Four IVP jobs are supplied to verify the EasySMF:JE installation on z/OS. They use the JVMPRC80
JCL procedure provided with the JZOS Batch Launcher.
Customize the JCL symbols in the jobs as required:
· JAVAHOME : The location of your Java installation. E.g. '/usr/lpp/java/J8.0'
· ESMFPATH : The location where you installed EasySMF-JE. This should be the same as DEST in
the #INSTALL job e.g. './java' to for the java subdirectory under your home directory.
· EZSMFKEY : A dataset containing the temporary or permanent key for EasySMF.
· JAVACLS : The name of the class to run. This needs to include the Java package qualifiers and be

and surrounded by triple apostrophes for correct symbol substitution. e.g.
'''com/blackhillsoftware/samples/RecordCount'''
· TARGET : The location to store compiled java class files. e.g. './java/target'
· SMFDATA : A dataset containing SMF data.

IVP1
This job runs a sample class installed with EasySMF to verify that the EasySMF classes can be
located.
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IVP2
This job runs the same class as the previous job, but it compiles and runs it from source.
IVP3
This job compiles and runs a sample SMF report. The report lists the top 10 job names by CPU time
between 8:30 am and 5:30 pm for each day of the week.
IVP4
This job runs one of the sample SMF programs from the Samples jar file. It reports SMF record
statistics (count, size, MB) by type and subtype.

Java Class Path
The following jars are distributed with EasySMF and need to be included in the class path for your own
EasySMF reporting programs:
easysmf-je-v.r.m.jar
slf4j-api-v.r.m.jar - Simple Logging Facade for Java. This allows the destination of EasySMF to be

customized.
slf4j-simple-v.r.m.jar - Directs EasySMF messages to stderr. This jar can be replaced with an

alternative SLF4J binding to customize logging behavior. See SLF4J Message Logging.
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Installation on other platforms
Prerequisites
Java8
Install Java 8 according to the instructions for the specific platform.

JZOS
JZOS is required for certain data conversions. For licensing reasons JZOS is not distributed with
EasySMF.
Download the ibmjzos-2.4.4 or later jar file from your z/OS system and add it to the Java class path.
Ensure that you comply with any z/OS licensing restrictions.

Installation Instructions
EasySMF:JE is supplied as a zip archive for installation on non-z/OS systems. The content is the same
as the pax archive included in the z/OS TSO transmit format file.
1. Extract the files from the zip archive.
2. Install the license or temporary key.
The EASYSMFKEY environment variable points to the file containing the EasySMF:JE license key.
The key needs to be saved into a file and the EASYSMFKEY environment variable created to point to
the fie.
See topic EasySMF:JE Key for more information.

Java Class Path
The following jars are distributed with EasySMF and need to be included in the class path for your own
EasySMF reporting programs:
easysmf-je-v.r.m.jar
slf4j-api-v.r.m.jar - Simple Logging Facade for Java. This allows the destination of EasySMF to be

customized.
slf4j-simple-v.r.m.jar - Directs EasySMF messages to stderr. This jar can be replaced with an

alternative SLF4J binding to customize logging behavior. See SLF4J Message Logging.
ibmjzos.jar also needs to be in the class path. It is not distributed with EasySMF. It is part of IBM's

z/OS Java distribution. In a typical installation it would be located in
directory /usr/lpp/java/J8.0/lib/ext/
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EasySMF:JE Key
The EasySMF:JE key is a text file that looks like:
**License:
MQ0KMjAxNS0wOS0wNA0KVGVtcG9yYXJ5IEtleQ0K
**Sig:
bBvA9pCvG145BQrvaser65geM8zaIxJsAt5XJVtwpB3Ld4TXB4LzaCFNdRgXtQQR
IGAg+KhMLyaMM66gFMsFQduE1A5AK6wWi2Z9hBBm/YOBqCW4gbw9iWzeApE09VaQ
LbFkhc6WNyv2/27VZXJ/nkAyUBzX9uyVEKb4Vc+oX0M=
**End

Include all lines, including the **License and **End lines. The format of the key is designed so that it can
be easily pasted into a 3270 emulator session.

30 Day Trial
To obtain a key for a 30 day trial of EasySMF:JE, visit:
https://www.blackhillsoftware.com/30-day-trial/
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SLF4J Message Logging
Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J) is a message logging framework for Java. It allows messages to
be directed to various
locations without changing the source program. EasySMF:JE uses SLF4J to write various status
messages.
The slf4j-simple binding is included which directs EasySMF messages are directed to standard error
(stderr). Other bindings are available to
direct messages to other destinations. See http://www.slf4j.org/ to see what options are available.
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Users Guide
Reading SMF data
Reading SMF data on z/OS
EasySMF:JE reads data from your SMF dump datasets.
Allocate the SMF dump dataset to a DDNAME in your job, and open and read it using the
SmfRecordReader class.
The SmfRecordReader class implements the Iterable<SmfRecord> and Closeable interfaces so you can
iterate to read each record, and use "try with resources" to automatically close the file.
try (SmfRecordReader reader = SmfRecordReader.fromDD("INPUT"))
{
for (SmfRecord record : reader)
{
// Process each record here
}
}
// reader is automatically closed when exiting the try block

Reading SMF data on other platforms
Reading on other platforms is very similar to reading on z/OS, except that the SmfRecordReader reads
from a Stream.
The stream data must include the record descriptor words (RDWs) so that the record lengths can be
determined.
This example reads from a FileInputStream created from a filename passed as an argument to the
program.
try (SmfRecordReader reader = SmfRecordReader.fromStream(new
FileInputStream(args[0])))
{
for (SmfRecord record : reader)
{
// Process each record here
}
}
You can use the same program to process data on z/OS or other platforms like so:
try (SmfRecordReader reader =
args.length == 0 ?
SmfRecordReader.fromDD("INPUT") :
SmfRecordReader.fromStream(new FileInputStream(args[0])))
{
// ...
}
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This program opens a z/OS DD statement if no arguments are passed to the program, otherwise it uses
the first argument as the name of a file containing the SMF data.

Working with java.time classes
EasySMF:JE translates the various SMF dates and times to java.time classes. This allows you to
perform date and time calculations or reporting without working out the conversions required based on
the units of each field.
Java.time has has nanosecond precision, which is enough to represent most SMF fields. The raw
unconverted SMF values are also available for all time based fields.
The java.time classes also provide facilities to determine the day of the week, timezone rules for daylight
saving etc.
Different types of date and time are represented by different classes. This avoids errors that can occur
from using incompatible types, e.g. local times and GMT/UTC times. Instead you need to convert
between types, for example you can convert from a LocalDate to a LocalDateTime using the
LocalDate.atTime(LocalTime) method.
Likewise, you can convert from LocalDateTimes to ZonedDateTimes by applying a ZoneOffset or ZoneId.
If you have systems in different time zones you could apply the appropriate ZoneId for each system to
synchronize SMF reports, or even report using a different time zone.
Common java.time classes used in EasySMF:JE are:
Duration - A length of time, e.g. CPU time or connect time for a job.
LocalDate - A date without a time and with unknown timezone.
LocalTime - A time of day, without any date information.
LocalDateTime - Incudes both time and date, with unknown time zone.
ZonedDateTime - Includes date, time and time zone information. Typically in EasySMF these are
from SMF fields expressed in GMT time. If your clock is not set to GMT these will be incorrect.
· ZoneOffset - An offset from GMT time. The system time zone information is stored in some records.
·
·
·
·
·
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Appendices
Appendix 1 - Supplied JCL
#INSTALL : EasySMF:JE Installation Job
//jobname JOB CLASS=A,
//
MSGCLASS=H,
//
NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*
// EXPORT SYMLIST=(*)
//*
//* **********************************************************
//* This job installs EasySMF Java components on z/OS.
//*
//* It installs:
//* - EasySMF:JE and related jar files
//* - Sample program jar files
//* - Sample program source files
//*
//* Resulting directory structure:
//*
//* &DEST/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/easysmf-je.v-r-m.jar
//*
/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/easysmf-je-samples.v-r-m.jar
//*
/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/slf4j*.jar
//*
/easysmf-je-v-r-m/documentation/easysmf-je-v-r-m-javadoc.jar
//*
/easysmf-je-v-r-m/sample-source/ \
//*
com/blackhillsoftware/samples/<sample>.java
//*
//* Make the following changes:
//*
//* 1) SET SRC to the EasySMF installation dataset (this dataset).
//* 2) SET DEST to the filesystem location where EasySMF should
//*
be installed.
//*
Default: java subdirectory in users home directory
//*
// SET SRC=<hlq>.EASYSMF.VnRnMn.INSTALL
THIS DATASET
// SET DEST='./java'
//*
//* Ensure numbers are off and there are no line numbers in
//* columns 73-80
//*
//* **********************************************************
//*
//* Step 1 - Ensure that the destination directory exists
//*
//S1 EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH
//STDPARM
DD *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY
SH mkdir -p
&DEST
//STDOUT
DD SYSOUT=*
//STDERR
DD SYSOUT=*
//*
//* Step 2 - Unpax binary files to destination
//*
© 2017 Black Hill Software
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//S2 EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH
//STDPARM
DD *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY
SH cd &DEST;
echo CWD=`pwd`;
pax -rvf //\'&SRC\(ZBINARY\)\'
//STDOUT
DD SYSOUT=*
//STDERR
DD SYSOUT=*

#INST113 : EasySMF:JE Installation Job
//jobname JOB CLASS=A,
//
MSGCLASS=H,
//
NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//* **********************************************************
//*
//* z/OS 1.13 compatible installation job.
//* Does not use symbols in instream data, introduced in
//* z/OS 2.1.
//*
//* **********************************************************
//* This job installs EasySMF Java components on z/OS.
//*
//* It installs:
//* - EasySMF:JE and related jar files
//* - Sample program jar files
//* - Sample program source files
//*
//* Resulting directory structure:
//*
//* $DEST/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/easysmf-je.v-r-m.jar
//*
/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/easysmf-je-samples.v-r-m.jar
//*
/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/slf4j*.jar
//*
/easysmf-je-v-r-m/documentation/easysmf-je-v-r-m-javadoc.jar
//*
/easysmf-je-v-r-m/sample-source/ \
//*
com/blackhillsoftware/samples/<sample>.java
//*
//* Make the following changes:
//*
//* 1) Set the SRC variable in the SETUP SYSUT1 to the
//*
EasySMF installation dataset (this dataset).
//* 2) Set the DEST variable in the SETUP SYSUT1 to the
//*
HFS location where EasySMF should be installed.
//*
//* Ensure numbers are off and there are no line numbers in
//* columns 73-80
//*
//* **********************************************************
//*
//* Set source and destination for use as environment
//* variables in subsequent steps
//SETUP
EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
//SYSIN
DD DUMMY
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT1
DD *
SRC=<hlq>.EASYSMF.VnRnMn.INSTALL
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DEST=./java
//SYSUT2
DD DISP=(,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),UNIT=SYSDA
//*
//* Step 1 - Ensure that the destination directory exists
//S1 EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,
// PARM='sh mkdir -p $DEST'
//STDENV
DD DISP=(OLD,PASS),DSNAME=*.SETUP.SYSUT2
//STDOUT
DD SYSOUT=*
//STDERR
DD SYSOUT=*
//*
//* Step 2 - Unpax binary files to destination
//S2 EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,
// PARM='sh cd $DEST;pwd;$CMD //\''$SRC\(ZBINARY\)\'''
//STDENV
DD DISP=(OLD,PASS),DSNAME=*.SETUP.SYSUT2
//
DD *
CMD=pax -rvf
//STDOUT
DD SYSOUT=*
//STDERR
DD SYSOUT=*

IVP1
//jobname JOB CLASS=A,
//
MSGCLASS=H,
//
NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*
//
EXPORT SYMLIST=(JAVAHOME,ESMFPATH,EZSMFKEY)
//*
//* Change the following symbols to match your installation
//*
//
SET JAVAHOME='/usr/lpp/java/J8.0'
//
SET ESMFPATH='./java'
//
SET EZSMFKEY=YOUR.DATASET(EZSMFKEY)
//*
//JAVAG
EXEC PROC=JVMPRC80,
//*LOGLVL='+D', FOR DEBUGGING
// JAVACLS='com/blackhillsoftware/samples/EasySmfJeIvp'
//*
//EZSMFKEY DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&EZSMFKEY
//*
//STDENV
DD *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY
. /etc/profile
export JAVA_HOME=&JAVAHOME
export PATH=/bin:"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin
LIBPATH=/lib:/usr/lib:"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/lib/s390
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/lib/s390/j9vm
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin/classic
export LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":
for i in &ESMFPATH./easysmf-je-v-r-m/samples/*.jar; do
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"$i"
done
for i in &ESMFPATH./easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/*.jar; do
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"$i"
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done
export CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":
IJO="-Xms16m -Xmx128m"
export IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="$IJO "

IVP2
//jobname JOB CLASS=A,
//
MSGCLASS=H,
//
NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*
// EXPORT SYMLIST=(*)
//*
//* Change the following symbols to match your installation
//*
// SET JAVAHOME='/usr/lpp/java/J8.0'
// SET ESMFPATH='./java'
// SET EZSMFKEY=YOUR.DATASET(EZSMFKEY)
// SET JAVACLS='''com/blackhillsoftware/samples/EasySmfJeIvp'''
// SET TARGET='./java/target'
//*
//* Step 1 - Ensure that the java target directory exists
//*
//S1 EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH
//STDPARM
DD *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY
SH mkdir -p
&TARGET
//STDOUT
DD SYSOUT=*
//STDERR
DD SYSOUT=*
//JAVAC
EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,REGION=512M
// SET SRCCLASS=&JAVACLS
STRIPS QUOTES FROM JAVACLS
//STDENV
DD *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY
JAVAHOME=&JAVAHOME
CLASSPATH=&ESMFPATH/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/*
SRCPATH=&ESMFPATH/easysmf-je-v-r-m/samples/source
SOURCE=&SRCCLASS
TARGET=&TARGET
//STDPARM DD *
SH $JAVAHOME/bin/javac
-Xlint -verbose
-sourcepath $SRCPATH
-d $TARGET
$SRCPATH/$SOURCE.java
//STDOUT
DD SYSOUT=*
//STDERR
DD SYSOUT=*
//*
//JAVAG
EXEC PROC=JVMPRC80,
//
COND=(0,NE),
//*
LOGLVL='+D', FOR DEBUGGING
//
JAVACLS=&JAVACLS
//*
//EZSMFKEY DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&EZSMFKEY
//*
//STDENV
DD *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY
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. /etc/profile
export JAVA_HOME=&JAVAHOME
export PATH=/bin:"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin
LIBPATH=/lib:/usr/lib:"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/lib/s390
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/lib/s390/j9vm
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin/classic
export LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":
CLASSPATH=&TARGET
for i in &ESMFPATH/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/*.jar; do
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"$i"
done
export CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":
IJO="-Xms16m -Xmx128m"
export IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="$IJO "

IVP3
//jobname JOB CLASS=A,
//
MSGCLASS=H,
//
NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*
// EXPORT SYMLIST=(*)
//*
//* Change the following symbols to match your installation
//*
// SET JAVAHOME='/usr/lpp/java/J8.0'
// SET ESMFPATH='./java'
// SET EZSMFKEY=YOUR.DATASET(EZSMFKEY)
// SET JAVACLS='''com/blackhillsoftware/samples/PrimeShiftTopJobs'''
// SET TARGET='./java/target'
// SET SMFDATA=SMF.DATASET
//*
//JAVAC
EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,REGION=512M
// SET SRCCLASS=&JAVACLS
STRIPS QUOTES FROM JAVACLS
//STDENV
DD *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY
JAVAHOME=&JAVAHOME
CLASSPATH=&ESMFPATH/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/*
SRCPATH=&ESMFPATH/easysmf-je-v-r-m/samples/source
SOURCE=&SRCCLASS
TARGET=&TARGET
//STDPARM DD *
SH $JAVAHOME/bin/javac
-Xlint -verbose
-sourcepath $SRCPATH
-d $TARGET
$SRCPATH/$SOURCE.java
//STDOUT
DD SYSOUT=*
//STDERR
DD SYSOUT=*
//*
//JAVAG
EXEC PROC=JVMPRC80,
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//
COND=(0,NE),
//*
LOGLVL='+D', FOR DEBUGGING
//
JAVACLS=&JAVACLS
//*
//EZSMFKEY DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&EZSMFKEY
//INPUT
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SMFDATA
//*
//STDENV
DD *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY
. /etc/profile
export JAVA_HOME=&JAVAHOME
export PATH=/bin:"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin
LIBPATH=/lib:/usr/lib:"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/lib/s390
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/lib/s390/j9vm
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin/classic
export LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":
CLASSPATH=&TARGET
for i in &ESMFPATH/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/*.jar; do
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"$i"
done
export CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":
IJO="-Xms16m -Xmx128m"
export IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="$IJO "

IVP4
//jobname JOB CLASS=A,
//
MSGCLASS=H,
//
NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*
// EXPORT SYMLIST=(*)
//*
//* Change the following symbols to match your installation
//*
// SET JAVAHOME='/usr/lpp/java/J8.0'
// SET ESMFPATH='./java'
// SET EZSMFKEY=YOUR.DATASET(EZSMFKEY)
// SET JAVACLS='''com/blackhillsoftware/samples/RecordCount'''
// SET SMFDATA=SMF.DATASET
//*
//JAVAG
EXEC PROC=JVMPRC80,
//
COND=(0,NE),
//*
LOGLVL='+D', FOR DEBUGGING
//
JAVACLS=&JAVACLS
//*
//EZSMFKEY DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&EZSMFKEY
//INPUT
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SMFDATA
//*
//STDENV
DD *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY
. /etc/profile
export JAVA_HOME=&JAVAHOME
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export PATH=/bin:"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin
LIBPATH=/lib:/usr/lib:"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/lib/s390
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/lib/s390/j9vm
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin/classic
export LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":
for i in &ESMFPATH/easysmf-je-v-r-m/samples/*.jar; do
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"$i"
done
for i in &ESMFPATH/easysmf-je-v-r-m/jar/*.jar; do
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"$i"
done
export CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":
IJO="-Xms16m -Xmx128m"
export IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="$IJO "

Appendix B - 3rd Party Licenses
The EasySMF:JE distribution includes some 3rd party software. License agreements are included here
where required.

Licensing terms for SLF4J

Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J)
Copyright (c) 2004-2013 QOS.ch
All rights reserved.
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

be

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS
FOR
A
PARTICULAR
PURPOSE
AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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